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Abstract: Superset query is widely used in object-oriented databases, data mining, and many other
fields. Trie is an efficient index for superset query, whereas most existing trie index aim at improving
query performance while ignoring storage overheads. To solve this problem, in this paper, we
propose an efficient extended Level-Ordered Unary Degree Sequence (LOUDS) index: Ext-LOUDS.
Ext-LOUDS expresses a trie by 1 integer vector and 3 bit vectors directly map each NodeID to its
corresponding position, thus accelerating some key operations needed for superset query. Based on
Ext-LOUDS, an efficient superset query algorithm, ELOUDS-Super, is designed. Experimental results
on both real and synthetic datasets show that Ext-LOUDS can decrease 50%–60% space overheads
compared with trie while maintaining a relative good query performance.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development in e-commerce, Internet of Things and many other fields, both
the scale and complexity of data are increasing. Set is a powerful tool to express such kind of complex
data. A collection of certain objects can be expressed by a set, such as commodities in a supermarket,
students in a school, etc. With the increase of data scale, it is becoming a difficult task to retrieve a set
in a large collection of sets.

Set query mainly includes set containment query and set similarity query. The former studies
whether a set contains or is contained in another set, while the latter studies the containment degree
between sets. Set containment queries include subset query, superset query, and equivalent query.
In this paper, we focus on superset query, that is, given a query set Q, retrieve all subsets of Q in a set
dataset D (Q is the superset of these sets).

Superset query is widely used in object-oriented database management systems (OODBMS) [1], job
matching [2], data mining [3] and many other fields. Taking the object-oriented database management
system as an example, in OODBMS, set values can be stored in attributes. A superset query algorithm
can be deployed to quickly find all subsets of a given query set. For the job matching example, given
a set of skills of a job seeker, a superset query can help him find all the jobs he can do.

Comparing the query with each set in a large collection is infeasible. Efficient indexes are key
to improving superset query performance. Inverted index [4,5] is one of the most common indexes
used in this field. Helmer et al. [6] designed an inverted index which scans all relevant inverted lists
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and counts each set ID (SID) encountered. If the count of a SID equals to the number of elements in the
corresponding set of the SID, then this set is a result of the superset query. Based on this idea, a lot
of efforts have been put on inverted indexes. Terrovitis et al. [7] designed an index structure combining
inverted index and B-tree to improve the performance on skewed distribution. Agrawal et al. [8]
studied the problem of set containment query with error-tolerance.

The main drawbacks of inverted index based algorithms lies in that they require a large number
of list scan operations, thus deteriorating the query performance. Unlike inverted index, trie can
compress the common prefix of sets into a single path, thereby avoiding redundant access and improving
query performance. In recent years, a lot of trie based efforts can be seen in set containment query.
Jia et al. [9] designed an extended trie index called ETI by extending trie nodes with additional
attributes to facilitate superset query. Based on this, an efficient superset query algorithm, E-Superset, is
designed, which is efficient by only accessing a small number of nodes starting from the root. Although
algorithms [2,10] in literature focus more on set containment join, their R-driven approach is essentially
a superset query. In order to make full use of the compressed common prefixes, these algorithms
usually build a partial or complete trie on dataset R, and then perform superset query for the records
in dataset S to improve join efficiency. Yang et al. [5] combined trie with sampling technology to make
a more accurate evaluation of the cardinality of containment query results.

Although trie can effectively improve the performance of superset query, it also introduces
over-large space overheads [4]. For example, trie needs extra space to store the pointers pointing to
the parent and child nodes of each node. In addition, to effectively support the set query, trie often
needs to be extended with some attributes (e.g., the prefix set of current node [10], the link to the next
node with the same label [9]) which usually are byte or integer types. These pointers and extensions
will inevitably increase the overheads of trie, thereby affecting its scalability, especially when extended
to large datasets.

Most trie-based superset query algorithms focus on query performance and ignore the storage
space overheads. In response to this shortcoming, we try to research efficient trie compression
technologies which can compress the space overheads and support superset queries. Double array [11,12]
and Level-Ordered Unary Degree Sequence (LOUDS) [13–15] are the two most eminent compressed trie
representatives. Compared with double array, LOUDS has a much higher compression ratio; however,
its retrieving performance is relatively low [16,17]. Many works are devoting to solve this problem.
Delpratt et al. [14] introduced double numbering which partitions LOUDS bit vector into 2 bit vectors
according to runs of zeros and ones, then executes RANK & SELECT on shorter bit vector separately.
Some recent works [18–20] researched efficient RANK & SELECT operations to improve retrieving
performance of LOUDS. He et al. [21] designed a novel succinct structure that supports the mapping
between preorder ranks and level-order ranks of nodes in constant time.

Differently, in this paper, we aim at exploiting LOUDS to facilitate efficient superset query. To do
this, we design an efficient extended LOUDS index named Ext-LOUDS based on LOUDS. The core
of Ext-LOUDS consists of 1 integer vector and 3 bit vectors. By developing efficient RANK and SELECT
operations, the position of the parent node and child nodes of a certain node can be directly calculated.
As a result, the pointer overheads can be easily avoided. In addition, extending trie nodes with bit
vectors can further help us decrease the space overheads. Experimental results on two real datasets
show that Ext-LOUDS can reduce space overheads by up to 50%–60% without significantly reducing
query performance.

2. Problem Definition and Necessary Preliminaries

2.1. Set Superset Query

A database D consists of a collection of sets, where each set S ∈ D comprises a set of elements
drawn from a finite universe U. Each set S has a unique set identifier (SID). We assume that S is not
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multiset, that is to say, there is no duplicate element in R. We use |D| to represent the number of sets in D,
|U| to represent the number of distinct elements in D and |S| to represent the number of elements in S.

Now we formally define Set Superset Query as shown in Definition 1.

Definition 1. (Set Superset Query). Given a query set Q and a database D, find all sets S ∈ D satisfying Q ⊇ S.

2.2. LOUDS

LOUDS encodes each trie node using a unary code, which has a compression ratio close to
the theoretical lower bound of information theory. It is a compressed trie with the highest known
compression ratio [17]. LOUDS has a simple encoding rule which encodes nodes hierarchically
starting from the root node. When encoding a node, k bit 1s are set in a bit vector B for its k children
and then another 0 is filled between this node and the next node. Elements are stored in vector
Elems hierarchically. Given an example dataset in Figure 1a, the corresponding trie and LOUDS
are shown in Figure 1b,c. The number to the right of each node in Figure 1b is the element of this
node, and the number in each circle is its corresponding level ordered node ID (NodeID in short).
The alternative background colors in LOUDS of Figure 1c denote the boundaries of each node.
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Figure 1. An example dataset and its corresponding trie and LOUDS: (a) An example dataset; (b) trie 
constructed based on (a); (c) LOUDS. 

Accessing the parent node and the child nodes in LOUDS can be realized by two operations: 
RANK and SELECT [22,23]. Given a position p (starting from 0) in LOUDS bit vector, ( )brank p  
returns the number of bs in range [0,p] and ( )bSelect p  returns the position of the p-th b in LOUDS 
bit vector, where {0,1}b∈ . In LOUDS, the position of the parent node and the first child node for a 

Figure 1. An example dataset and its corresponding trie and LOUDS: (a) An example dataset; (b) trie
constructed based on (a); (c) LOUDS.

Accessing the parent node and the child nodes in LOUDS can be realized by two operations:
RANK and SELECT [22,23]. Given a position p (starting from 0) in LOUDS bit vector, rankb(p) returns
the number of bs in range [0,p] and Selectb(p) returns the position of the p-th b in LOUDS bit vector,
where b ∈ {0, 1}. In LOUDS, the position of the parent node and the first child node for a node
starting from p can be computed by Select1(B, rank0(B, p)) and Select0(B, rank1(B, p)) + 1, respectively.
The position of the i-th node can be obtained by Select0(B, i) + 1.
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3. Ext-LOUDS

3.1. Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing maps or transforms data according to a specific logic, which can help to
improve the index construction efficiency and superset query efficiency. Element ordering and set
ordering are the two common preprocessing methods for sets. The former sorts elements in a set in a
certain order, which further includes element value (EV: sort elements in a set by value) ordering,
element frequency (EF: sort elements in a set by their frequency in the entire dataset) ordering
and element frequency-value [9] (EFV: map elements to their positions in the frequency sequence)
ordering. Set ordering sorts sets in a certain order, which includes set length (SL: sort sets according
to their lengths) ordering, set dictionary (SD: view a collection of sets as strings and sort them
alphabetically) ordering. For the example dataset in Figure 1a, the processed dataset by EFV and SD is
shown in Figure 2.
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3.2. Ext-LOUDS

As mentioned earlier, LOUDS is a space-efficient compression trie representative, so we use
LOUDS to compress trie in this paper. However, the simple LOUDS in Figure 1c cannot well support
set superset query. The reasons are as follows: (1) LOUDS does not support duplicate sets widely
existing in set datasets. (2) LOUDS cannot tell whether an internal node is an end node (A node
corresponding to the last element of a set, e.g., NodeID 9 in Figure 1b). (3) LOUDS does not support
storing the inverted lists on each node; (4) more importantly, some essential operations for superset
query, e.g., checking whether a node has child, retrieving the first child of a node, are not efficient due
to a long B in LOUDS and extra costs needed to map a position and its NodeID.

To address these issues, based on LOUDS, a new extended LOUDS named Ext-LOUDS is proposed.
Ext-LOUDS organizes trie nodes hierarchically and avoids using pointers commonly used in trie, thus
reducing space overheads.

The core of Ext-LOUDS is 1 integer vector and 3 bit vectors with a size of n (n is the number of trie
nodes except root). To efficiently support superset queries while keeping a compact structure, we
make necessary extensions on trie. Specifically, we model the 3 main node attributes of a trie (the first
child of a node, whether a node has child nodes, whether a node is an end node) as 3 independent bit
vectors with a length n to facilitate superset query, which makes checking these attributes much more
efficient than using a single long bit vector B in LOUDS. Besides, in Ext-LOUDS, a position in each
vector is also its corresponding NodeID, thus avoiding the additional computation operations to build
mappings between them. As a result, the retrieving efficiency can be improved. Taking the dataset
in Figure 2 as an example, the constructed trie and Ext-LOUDS are shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively.
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The 4 vectors of Ext-LOUDS are introduced as follows:
The first vector, Elems, is an integer vector which sequentially records the element value of each

node in a layer manner. We use an integer vector here because there are usually more independent
elements in a set dataset than in a string dataset, so the commonly used character vector (supporting
256 independent elements) in LOUDS are not apt for sets.

The second vector is a bit vector, HasChild. A bit in HasChild indicates whether the corresponding
node has child nodes. If it has, the bit is set to 1, 0 otherwise.

The third vector is a bit vector, IsFirstChild. A bit in IsFirstChild indicates whether
the corresponding node is the first child node of its parent. If it is, the bit is set to 1, 0 otherwise.

The fourth vector is a bit vector, IsEND. A bit in IsEND indicates whether the corresponding node
is an end node. If it is, the bit is set to 1, 0 otherwise. It should be noted that a leaf node must be an end
node, but not vice versa.

In order to efficiently retrieve superset query results, in addition to the above 4 vectors, Ext-LOUDS
also deploys a vector ENIL with a size of m (m is the number of end nodes in a trie) to store the inverted
lists ending at each end node in a layer manner. Each element in ENIL is in a binary form of <startID,
count> (shown on top left of the end nodes in Figure 3), where startID represents the start SID of the
set corresponding to this end node, and count represents the number of duplicated sets corresponding
to this end node. In addition, ENIL only needs to store m elements, instead of n elements in ordinary
trie, which can further save space overheads.

It is important for Ext-LOUDS to support fast retrieval of parent and child nodes. Ext-LOUDS
uses RANK and SELECT operations to achieve these goals as shown in Theorem 1 and Theorem
2, respectively.

Theorem 1. Given an element e in Elems with a position p, the position of its first child node in Ext-LOUDS,
pchild, can be calculated by pchild = select1(IsFirstChild, rank1(HasChild, p) + 1).

Proof. Assume x = rank1(HasChild, p), it means that there are x + 1 non-leaf nodes (including the root)
corresponding to positions not greater than p in HasChild, as each non-leaf node has a first child, so
the position of (x + 1)-th 1 in IsFirstChild gives the position of the first child of e. �

So Theorem 1 holds.

Theorem 2. Given an element e in Elems with a position p, the position of e’s parent, pparent, can be calculated
by pparent = select1(HasChild, rank1(IsFirstChild, p) − 1).
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Proof. Assume y = rank1(IsFirstChild, p), it means that there are y first child nodes corresponding
to positions not greater than p in IsFirstChild, as each first child corresponds a non-leaf node, so
the position of (y − 1)-th 1 in HasChild (not including the root) gives the position of the parent of e. �

So, Theorem 2 holds.

3.3. ELOUDS-Super Algorithm

Based on Ext-LOUDS, an efficient superset query algorithm, ELOUDS-Super, is proposed.
The algorithm is implemented based on the following simple observation:

Observation 1. Given a query Q, if all the elements corresponding to by the nodes from root (exclude root) to
an end node N are in Q, the sets corresponding to N are qualifying results of Q.

Based on the above observation, ELOUDS-Super works on a recursive manner and follows
a depth-first traversal starting from the root. The detailed description of ELOUDS-Super is shown
in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, we use a parameter internalID to denote the sequence number of the
current accessing internal node in the total internal nodes. At the beginning of the algorithm, both
parameter level and internal ID are set to 0. The major steps of Algorithm 1 are discussed as follows:

1. Perform a SELECT operation on IsFirstChild vector to obtain the starting position pstart

and the ending position pend of the child nodes of node indicated by node_num (lines 2 and 3);
2. Perform a binary search to obtain the position p of the current query element Q[level] in Elems

vector (line 4);
3. If the node corresponding to p is an end node, perform a RANK operation on IsEnd vector to

obtain the qualifying sets corresponding to the node, and merge it into the result set (lines 5–7);
4. If the node corresponding to p has child nodes, obtain the internalID and execute the algorithm

recursively (lines 8–10).

Algorithm 1 ELOUDS-Super algorithm

//Input: Q, a query having the same ordering with dataset
Level: the depth of the trie, starts with 0

node_num: ID of non-leaf node, the ID of root is 0
//Output: RS: results of superset query
1. While(level!=|Q|)
2. pstart←select1(IsFirstChild, node_num+1)
3. pend←select1(IsFirstChild, node_num+2)
4. p←binary(Elems, pstart, pend, Q[level])
5. if(IsEnd[p])
6. i←rank1(IsEnd, p)
7. RS←RS U ENIL[i]
8. if(Haschild[p])
9. node_num←rank1(HasChild, p)
10. Superset(Q, level+1,node_num)
11. level←level+1

3.4. Algorithm Complexity Analysis

Space complexity: the core structure of Ext-LOUDS is an integer of length n, three bit vectors
of length n, and a binary vector of length m. If the integer occupies four bytes, then the space overhead
of Ext-LOUDS is (4 + 3/8) * n + 8 m bytes.

Time complexity: The time complexity of the algorithm is related to the number of visited nodes.

In the worst case, the algorithm needs to visit |Q|∗(|Q|+1)
2 nodes in total, so the time complexity of the

algorithm is O(
∣∣∣Q∣∣∣2) .
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4. Discussions

4.1. Experimental Environment and Datasets

In order to effectively evaluate the performance, we carried out extended experiments on
both real datasets and synthetic datasets and compared Ext-LOUDS with inverted index, and trie.
The experimental environment is shown below.

Hardware platform: Intel i7–7700 CPU @ 3.60GHz (4 cores and 8 hyper threads), 16 GB of memory.
Software environment: Ubuntu 18.04 64-bit, Code: Blocks 16.01, gcc 7.5.0 as the default compiler.

4.1.1. Real Datasets

We use the following 2 real datasets. The first is MSWEB in the UCI KDD package [24]. This dataset
is a week of access logs in the virtual area of Microsoft portal. Each record represents a set of areas
accessed by a user session. MSWEB is a dense dataset, with a total of 32,711 records. The number
of independent elements is 285 and the maximum length and minimum length are 35 and 1, respectively.

The second dataset is DBLP, which is a snapshot extracted from the famous DBLP bibliography [25].
The raw data is in XML format and we extract the author and editor field of the first 1 million publications
to make a set dataset and remove the duplicate elements in each set. DBLP is a large and sparse dataset.
The number of independent elements is 283,885, and the maximum length and minimum length are
176 and 1, respectively.

4.1.2. Synthetic Datasets

To evaluate the effects of the number of sets and the number of independent elements, we
also generate zipf distributed synthetic datasets using similar settings with [6]. The parameters for
generating the synthetic datasets are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Dataset parameters.

Parameter Symbol Parameter Value

Dataset cardinality |D| 50 k–300 k
Set cardinality |R| 5–20

Distinct elements |U| 1 k–50 k

Note that for both real and synthetic datasets, we use the dataset itself as a queries, then execute a self join and use
the elapsed time to evaluate the query performance of all relevant algorithms.

4.2. Comparisons

4.2.1. Experiments on Real Datasets

The Effects of Different Ordering

In order to investigate the effect of different element ordering on index space overheads, the 2
datasets are processed by EFV and EV, respectively. The space overheads of Ext-LOUDS under different
element orderings are examined, and the results of MSWEB and DBLP are shown in Figure 4a,b,
respectively. It can be seen from these figures that EFV has a smaller space overhead compared with
EV because more common prefixes can be compressed in EFV, thus leading to a fewer node number
and a more compact structure. For MSWEB, the total number of nodes created by EFV is 23,819, 7.23%
lesser than EV. For DBLP, the numbers are 2,945,469 and 12.18% respectively. This shows that EFV
has a much higher space efficiency than EV. So, we use EFV as our default element ordering in the
subsequent experiments.
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Compared with Different Indexes

In order to examine the space efficiency of different indexes, Ext-LOUDS is compared with inverted
index and trie and the results for MSWEB and DBLP are shown in Figure 5a,b, respectively. It can
be seen from these figures that the space overheads of Ext-LOUDS are much smaller than inverted
index and trie. Compared with trie, the space overheads of Ext-LOUDS under MSWEB and DBLP are
reduced 49.08% and 58.9%, respectively, which shows that Ext-LOUDS is much more space efficient
than the other two. For MSWEB, trie consumes less space than inverted index because MSWEB is
a small and dense dataset, so more common prefixes are compressed.
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The query efficiencies of the algorithms related to the 3 indexes are shown in Figure 6a,b,
respectively. For ease of description, we call inverted index and trie based superset algorithm
Inverted-Super and Trie-Super, accordingly. It can be seen from these figures that Inverted-Super is
much slower than the other 2 algorithms. The reason is that Inverted-Super has to scan the related
inverted lists, which causes a large time overheads. In contrast, Trie-Super and ELOUDS-Super only
need to access a small number of nodes from the root, so a much higher query efficiency can be
achieved. The query time of ELOUDS-Super is slightly higher than that of Trie-Super. The main reason
is that ELOUDS-Super requires additional RANK and SELECT operations to retrieve the child nodes.
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The Effects of Duplication Ratio

As duplicated sets are common in set datasets, we further study the effects of duplication ratio.
To this end, we fix the total number of sets and randomly replace some sets with the other sets in the
dataset to generate a new dataset with a specific duplication ratio (the proportion of duplicated sets to
the total set). Figure 7a,b show the impact of duplication ratio varying from 10% to 50%. It can be
seen from these figures that the space overheads of trie and Ext-LOUDS decrease apparently with
the increase of the duplication ratio, while the duplication ratio has little impact on the inverted index.
The reason lies in that the duplicated sets have a common path in trie, so the more duplicated records,
the less space overheads. For inverted indexes, duplicated records will have independent SID in the
related inverted lists, so the space overheads will not be changed significantly. In Figure 7a, the space
overheads of inverted index vary with duplication ratio, which is because MSWEB is small and skewed.
Therefore, the length deviation of the selected duplicated sets has a big impact on space overheads.
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4.2.2. Experiments on Synthetic Datasets

Database parameters, such as the size of the dataset |D| and the number of distinct elements |U|

in the dataset, also have a significant impact on the space and time overheads. We did a comparative
experiment by fixing |D| and |U|, respectively.

The Effects of |D|

We carry out experiments on |U| fixed to 10,000 and |D| varied from 50,000 to 500,000. The space
and time overheads are shown in Figure 8a,b, respectively. From these two figures, we can see that
the space and time overheads increase with the increase of |D| for all the 3 indexes. Compared with
the other 2 competitors, Ext-LOUDS has the best space overhead and has a query time overhead close
to the best, which shows it has a good scalability and a good overall performance.
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The Effects of |U|

We carry out experiments on |D| fixed to 100,000 and |U| varied from 1000 to 50,000. The space
and time overheads are shown in Figure 9a,b, respectively. From these two figures, we can see that
the space overheads for trie-based algorithms increase with the increase of |U|, whereas it has little
impact on inverted indexes. The reason lies in that the smaller the |U| is, the more compact the trie will
be. For an inverted index, the number of elements in all the inverted lists always equal to the total
number of elements in the corresponding dataset, so its space overhead keeps stable. For the time
overheads, the query time of all the 3 algorithms decrease with the increase of |U|. This is because
a larger |U| means a shorter inverted list in inverted index or a lesser occurrence in trie that a query
element may encounter, thus accelerating the query speed. Ext-LOUDS still has the best space overhead
and has a query time overhead close to the best when compared with the other two indexes, which
shows it has a good overall performance.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

In view of the high space overheads of trie, in this paper, an extended LOUDS structure, Ext-LOUDS,
is proposed to efficiently support superset query. Compared to a long bit vector compressed in LOUDS,
Ext-LOUDS compresses a trie into 4 shorter vectors. In Ext-LOUDS, a position is its NodeID, so some
key operations needed for superset query are super fast. Based on Ext-LOUDS, an efficient superset
query algorithm, ELOUDS-Super, is implemented. By extensive experiments on both real and synthetic
datasets, we have the following findings: (1) Ext-LOUDS can significantly reduce the space overheads
while maintaining a relative good query performance. (2) Ext-LOUDS works well on EFV and datasets
with duplicated sets. (3) Ext-LOUDS scales well with varied |U| and |D|. As our future work, we plan to
extend Ext-LOUDS to support other set containment query or similarity query. In addition, optimizing
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the RANK and SELECT operations in Ext-LOUDS to further improve its query efficiency will also be
our future work.
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